ARC DREAM PUBLISHING
DELTA GREEN RPG: MUSIC FROM A
DARKENED ROOM

PETRICHOR

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #217

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 217................................ $3.99

APE GAMES

DELTA GREEN RPG:
THE STAR CHAMBER

Delta Green’s Task Force T.I. screwed up! They
were in Myanmar, deep in the undeveloped
hinterlands. The operation went south,
people died, and something unnatural and
monstrous escaped - perhaps with the aid of
an agent from the task force! Delta Green:
The Star Chamber includes a complete
scenario and six ‘secondary’ Agents, ready
to play in the flashback scenes. Scheduled to
ship in January 2018.
S2P APU8110...................................$19.99

ASMODEE EDITIONS
PETRICHOR: FLOWERS EXPANSION

MOA

Welcome to the Land of the Long White
Cloud. Here the bird tribes have lived in
harmony for thousands of years, spreading
their culture across the region. Among
them the Eagles are fearsome warriors,
Kiwis are respected and honored by their
tribe, Moreporks are mysterious mystics,
and the pukeko spread the tribe across
the land. The mighty Moa is all of those
things and is the leader that holds each
tribe together. But disharmony has come
to roost in this most beautiful of places.
Now the tribes compete to control the
land and to fight off invading mammals wretched beasts that have come to exploit
the ground and make it their own! Fend
off the wretched mammals with your tribe
of noble birds in Martin Wallace’s Moa!
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
IMP APE3100..............................$50.00

Petrichor: Flowers is an expansion that
includes three new field types, the titular
flowers, and enough components to play
Petrichor with five players. Scheduled to
ship in January 2018.
IMP APE3010..............................$15.00

THE ARMY PAINTER

RUNEWARS: PAINT SETS

DAQAN LORDS
TAP WP8025...............................$29.99
LATARI ELVES
TAP WP8027...............................$29.99
WAIQAR THE UNDYING
TAP WP8026...............................$29.99

BLANK

Make It Your Game! BLANK is the fast and fun interactive game you
customize with every win! Players match colors and numbers using cards in
their hands. Play all your cards to win the game, then make your mark by
writing a new Game Effect or Rule Card, or follow the three ever-changing
Rule Cards that guarantee a different game every time! Scheduled to ship
in February 2018.
ASM BLK01............................................................................... $14.99
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ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

Welcome to the lush world of Petrichor; you
are a cloud. Your entire purpose in life is to
expand, sire other clouds, and water crops.
Unfortunately, your mates (who are also
clouds) have a similar plan. It’s up to you
to manipulate the weather and assimilate
these rogue clouds to contribute to the
growth of as many crops as possible - all
in order to claim the title of ‘Most Valuable
Cloud’. Petrichor is a highly interactive
game in which players control clouds,
vote on the weather, and rain on the fields
to make their water grow the most plants!
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
IMP APE3000..............................$55.00

Places, like people, go wrong. They turn off the
path and head into the shadows, becoming
something other than normal. Black places filled
with blank rooms, closed doors, and empty
hallways lined with dust. In these places your
voice catches in your throat, the air seems to
hum, and bad things happen. People get hurt.
The house at 1206 Spooner Avenue is a place
gone wrong. In the last 50 years, 18 people have
died there, and you can feel it. Doors in 1206
Spooner Avenue stay shut, and no one ever hears
a child’s laughter at night. In the hours that stretch
like taffy after two, no one ever hears music from
a darkened room. Music From a Darkened Room
is a scenario for Delta Green: The Roleplaying
Game. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
S2P APU8112	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99
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BANDAI
JOURNEY:
WRATH OF DEMONS

In a world overrun by
Demons,
four
Pilgrims
chosen by fate risk their lives
to undertake an arduous
journey across Terra to
uncover sacred scriptures
that will bring salvation to
the ravaged world and find
the lair of the Bull Demon
King. Each is driven by their
own motives, but together
they share the same goal:
to banish the Demons
from this world. Welcome
to Journey: Wrath of Demons, a cooperative board game rooted deep
in Chinese mysticism and featuring the Karma system which allows for
different playing styles, rewarding the virtuous, but corrupting the wicked.
Will your Pilgrims gain the skills, weapons, and magic items they need to
defeat the mighty Bull Demon King in Volcano City? Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
ASM JWD01............................................................................. $99.99

SHERLOCK HOLMES:
CONSULTING DETECTIVE CARLTON HOUSE AND QUEEN’S
PARK (STAND ALONE)

DRAGON BALL
SUPER DRAFT
BOX SET 2 (4)

Each Draft Box for the
Dragon Ball Super Card
Game comes with 12
booster packs of Set 2
and Set 3, plus four types
of Leader cards and a
Draft Rules Manual, all
gathered in a handy
storage box. Scheduled
to ship in April 2018.
NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays.
NOT FINAL ART
Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN DBSP7597	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ PI

BEZIER GAMES
WEREBEASTS

In Werebeasts, you are a
key player in the lucrative,
but dangerous business
of collecting werebeasts.
Armed with only your
good looks and several
cans of indescribably tasty
werechow, you must bid
for the werebeasts you
need - and also for the ones you don’t - in hopes of throwing your opponents off track.
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
PSI BEZWBST	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.95

BREAKING GAMES

A standalone expansion for Sherlock
Holmes: Consulting Detective, Carlton
House & Queen’s Park introduces ten
exciting cases, each one drawing
players deep into the world of
Sherlock Holmes. Among these cases
includes two classic, long out-of-print
expansions, now revised and updated.
If you’re playing solo or with up to
eight possible players, you’ll need your
wits about you to solve the cases and
beat Holmes, himself! Scheduled to
ship in February 2018.
ASM SHEH04.........................$49.99

RISE OF TRIBES
PIXEL PARTY: THE TICK

Get your hands on this awesome collectible
figurine of The Tick! licensed from Sony
Pictures Television and Amazon.com.
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
BRK 110319................................$20.00

Lead the Dawn of Civilization! In Rise of
Tribes, players lead their prehistoric tribes
to explore new lands, father resources, and
discover new tools in an attempt to rise to
greatness. Choose to build villages, raid
neighbors and maybe even ride a mammoth!
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
BRK 110288................................$40.00
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SPOT IT!:
SMILE EDITION

Test your observational skills
and hone your reflexes
with the award-winning
gameplay of Spot It!, a
game
of
lightning-fast
choices! Scheduled to ship
in February 2018.
ASM SP905............ $12.99

THE SKELETONS

Years fly by like dead leaves. Everything is darkness.
Everything is silence. You stand vigilant before the
sarcophagus without thought or breath - such is your
compulsion. You do not remember your name and
still you watch... And then, one day, there is light and
motion and you weigh your bearded axe and raise your
shield, lusting for the fray, eager to measure your skill
against these tomb-robbers. You’ll never be alive again,
but in this moment - in the chaos between violation and
destruction - you truly live, and you remember what you
once were, and you taste the sun. Flipping the script on
the classic dungeon crawl, The Skeletons is a meditative,
structured freeform game that puts players in the role of
undead guardians of a mysterious tomb. Scheduled to
ship in November 2017.
BPG 030...................................................... $15.00

TAK: A BEAUTIFUL GAME
UNIVERSITY EDITION

Taken from the pages of Patrick Rothfuss’s
bestselling series The Kingkiller Chonicle
and made reality by renowned designer
James Ernest, Tak is a beautiful, twoplayer, abstract strategy game boasting
an elegant new design that feels like a
familiar classic. This University Edition
of Tak comes in a smaller box at a lower
price point, and includes a cloth piece bag
for added portability. Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
PSI CAG245................................$40.00

The Tiantang Sourcebook for use with
Faith: The Sci-Fi RPG details notable
people from Tiantang and the huge
dyson ring where most of the corvo live.
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
BRG BGE11023...........................$34.99

COMPASS GAMES

FAITH: TIANTANG ZERO-G
CULTURE GEAR & NPC DECK

The Zero-G Culture Gear & NPC Deck is a
deck of cards for Faith: The Sci-fi RPG that
contains 54 cards focusing on NPCs and
gear. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
BRG BGE11024...........................$14.99

CAPSTONE GAMES

THE AFRICAN CAMPAIGN

This Designer Signature Edition of The African
Campaign marks the return of a true wargaming
classic by John Edwards, faithfully remastered
and updated. This two-player game allows
players to explore the key elements of the
Desert War, beginning in December 1940 with
Wavell’s first offensive, Operation Compass,
against the Italian forces of Marshal Graziani,
and culminating in December 1942 when the
Americans landed in Rommel’s rear, thus sealing
the ultimate fate of the Afrika Korps. Scheduled
to ship in November 2017.
CPS 1055............................................. $57.00

BREZHNEV’S WAR: NATO VS THE
WARSAW PACT IN GERMANY 1980

AGRA

Agra, India: The year is 1542, marking the
30th birthday of Akbar the Great, the third
ruler of India’s Mughal dynasty. Akbar’s
presence is felt across the entire country
due to the Mughals’ military, political,
cultural, and economic dominance. As
an ambitious landowner, you see the
festivities as a golden opportunity for you
to rise in stature and wealth. Many roads
lead to victory in Agra, and it will be your
task to produce, process, exchange, and
sell goods to become the most profitable
landowner this side of the River Yamuna.
Embark on this ambitious and colorful
journey through one of India’s most
fascinating eras in Agra. Scheduled to
ship in November 2017.
CSG QG1008.............................$79.95

Brezhnev’s War: NATO vs. the Warsaw Pact in
Germany 1980 enables two players to game the
first month of a hypothesized communist invasion
of Western Europe sometime between the fall of
Saigon and the start of the Soviet intervention
in Afghanistan. It was during that period the
conventional “correlation of forces” between the
two hostile alliances most favored the communists.
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
CPS 1052............................................$69.00

ARKWRIGHT: 2ND EDITION

In the 17th and 18th centuries,
merchantmen sailing under the English
flag dominated the seas and international
trade. But, the Navigation Acts restricted
foreign ships from partaking in trade
between England and her colonies. Richard
Arkwright was one of the English inventors
and businessmen who developed the first
advanced machines and founded early
factories. England’s Industrial Revolution
has brought the opportunity for you to
establish your manufacturing company
and earn hefty profits serving the growing
demand. Hire workers, build machines,
modernize your factories, develop
innovative technologies, and produce
and sell your goods throughout England.
Careful planning and outsmarting your
competition will allow you to earn the
most valuable stock portfolio in Arkwright,
a game of economic strategy and skill.
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
CSG ARK01................................$79.99

HALLOWEEN

It’s Halloween! Time to haunt poor, unfortunate
humans who think the holiday is all fun and games!
Use your knowledge to summon ghosts, move them
around town, scare people, and fight other ghosts in
your quest to become the scariest demon lord of them
all! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
CSG QG1007............................................$69.95

SOUTH CHINA SEA

South China Sea provides an integrated, politicalmilitary simulation of near future contention and
conflict around the South China Sea. Scheduled
to ship in November 2017.
CPS 1050............................................. $79.00

COOLMINIORNOT
MASSIVE DARKNESS:
ELEMENTALS ENEMY BOX

The re-emergence of the Darkness is throwing
nature, itself, into disarray! Rogue Elmentals
have joined in with the Darkness’ nefarious
schemes and are looking to create their own
form of natural order. The Massive Darkness
Enemy Box: Elementals brings four miniatures,
one each of the Wind, Water, Fire, and Earth
Elemental, complete with stat cards for both a
lesser and greater Roaming Monster variant.
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
COL MD004............................................. PI
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COMBINED ARMY NEXUS
OPERATIVES (HACKER)

GAMES

CVB 280687-0688......................$11.17

HAQQISLAM HASSASSIN LASIQS
(VIRAL SNIPER/VIRAL RIFLE)

CVB 280492-0684......................$18.48

MERCENARIES DRUZE
SHOCK TEAMS

CVB 280727-0686......................$30.47

NOMADS SZALAMANDRA
SQUADRON

CVB 280590-0687......................$49.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WAY OF THE PANDA

The once-prosperous Panda Lands
have been overrun by a merciless ninja
brotherhood! Anyone that travels the
roadways is at risk of being attacked by
these bandits. Now, the time has come for
the Panda Clans to reclaim and rebuild
their once-magnificent cities! Which Clan
will be most influential in the rebuilding
efforts and win the Emperor’s favor in
Way of the Panda? Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
COL WPA001...................................... PI

TOHAA NEEMA SAATAR, ECTROS
REGIMENT OFFICER (SPITFIRE)

CVB 280933-0676......................$14.12

YU JING KANREN COUNTERINSURGENCY GROUP (HACKER)

CVB 280398-0685......................$11.17

CREATIVE
GOODS COMPANY

CATAN: ADULT T-SHIRT
‘LORD OF CATAN’ BURGUNDY

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
SMALL
CGC 21252............................... $24.00
MEDIUM
CGC 21253............................... $24.00
LARGE
CGC 21254............................... $24.00
XL
CGC 21255............................... $24.00
XXL
CGC 21256............................... $27.00
XXXL
CGC 21257............................... $28.00

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
CGC 21104................................$32.00

THE WORLD OF SMOG:
RISE OF MOLOCH

In the year 1890, the rule of Her Majesty,
Queen Victoria, is undisputed. It extends
to the far reaches of the globe, making
London the very center of the world.
However, all is not well in the mysterious
city cloaked in fog. A secret, sinister force
known as The Cult works behind the
scenes with some terrible goals in mind.
They’re plotting to overthrow the Queen,
destroy the Empire, and bring about the
Rise of Moloch! The second tabletop entry
in The World of SMOG, Rise of Moloch
is an epic, steampunk, Victorian adventure
board game designed to be played over
the course of a campaign consisting of six
different Chapters. Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
COL SM002................................$99.99

CATAN: ADULT LONG-SLEEVED
T-SHIRT “DON’T SETTLE” WHITE

Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
SMALL
CGC 21262............................... $24.00
MEDIUM
CGC 21263............................... $24.00
LARGE
CGC 21264............................... $24.00
XL
CGC 21265............................... $24.00
XXL
CGC 21266............................... $27.00
XXXL
CGC 21267............................... $28.00

CUBICLE 7
CATAN: LADIES T-SHIRT
‘LADY OF CATAN’ BLACK

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
SMALL
CGC 21232............................... $24.00
MEDIUM
CGC 21233............................... $24.00
LARGE
CGC 21234............................... $24.00
XL
CGC 21235............................... $24.00
XXL
CGC 21236............................... $27.00

CALL OF CTHULHU: WORLD WAR
CTHULHU - COLD WAR - OUR
AMERICAN COUSINS

ARISTEIA!
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Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
CGC 15001................................$15.00

CATAN: WHITE WINE GOBLET
10.5 OZ (2) ‘I WOULDN’T TRADE
EWE FOR ANYONE’

CORVUS BELLI

JAN

CATAN: VALENTINE
CARD PACK (6 CARDS)

CATAN: ADULT T-SHIRT
“LET’S SETTLE THIS” BLUE

SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE

CVB CBARI19...................................... PI

INFINITY
ARIADNA 1ST HIGHLANDER
S.A.S. (BOARDING SHOTGUN/
CHAIN RIFLE)

CVB 280192-0683......................$18.48

Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
SMALL
CGC 21272............................... $24.00
MEDIUM
CGC 21273............................... $24.00
LARGE
CGC 21274............................... $24.00
XL
CGC 21275............................... $24.00
XXL
CGC 21276............................... $27.00
XXXL
CGC 21277............................... $28.00

CATAN: LADIES T-SHIRT
‘LADY OF CATAN’ YELLOW

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
SMALL
CGC 21242............................... $25.00
MEDIUM
CGC 21243............................... $25.00
LARGE
CGC 21244............................... $25.00
XL
CGC 21245............................... $25.00
XXL
CGC 21246............................... $28.00
XXXL
CGC 21247............................... $28.00

A supplement for World War Cthulhu:
Cold War, Our American Cousins provides
additional character creation options for
American agents of Section 46, along with
details of the intelligence agencies they
have infiltrated and a number of missions
tied to American covert missions on both
domestic and foreign soil. Scheduled to
ship in March 2018.
PSI CB71974...............................$24.99

DOCTOR WHO RPG:
GAMEMASTER’S SCREEN

Packed with all the information a
Gamemaster needs for easy reference
during a session of the Doctor Who
Roleplaying Game, this de luxe, heavy-duty
screen features a montage of the Doctor’s
greatest foes on one side, and loads of
handy reference charts and tables on the
reverse. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PSI CB71129...............................$14.99

GAMES

THE DESIGN
MECHANISM

ADVENTURES IN MIDDLE-EARTH LOREMASTER’S SCREEN

ADVENTURES IN MIDDLE-EARTH THE ROAD GOES EVER ON

This invaluable accessory pack for
Adventures in Middle-earth contains
a beautiful and functional, four-panel,
heavyweight Loremaster’s Screen featuring
a collection of handy reference tables, plus
six pre-generated characters and a 32page adventure (‘The Eaves of Mirkwood’).
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PSI CB72306...............................$29.99

Featuring four beautiful, double-sided,
large-format game maps and a 32page rules supplement, The Road Goes
Ever On is an invaluable accessory for
the Adventures in Middle-earth RPG.
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PSI CB72305...............................$29.99

THE LONE WOLF ADVENTURE GAME:
SOMMERLUND

The brightest and most powerful nation on the face
of Magnamund, Sommerlund is the leader of the free
and the first line of defense against the threat of the
Darklands. As its brave and powerful warriors have
done for centuries, Sommerlund’s forces stand ready
to turn aside the vile machinations of Naar’s dark
generals. This first supplement for The Lone Wolf
Adventure Game is the most comprehensive guide
to the iconic realm of Sommerlund ever published,
packed with background and history of the kingdom,
as well as never-before-seen maps, iconography and
uniforms. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PSI CB72212..............................................$39.99

THE LONE WOLF ADVENTURE GAME:
TERROR OF THE DARKLORDS
HARDCOVER

The first major adventure expansion for The Lone
Wolf Adventure Game, Terror of the Darklords
introduces an epic quest that takes the Kai Lords
from their quiet Kai monastery on a trail of
conspiracies that spread across Sommerlund!
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PSI CB72215....................................$34.99

MYTHRAS RPG: AFTER THE
VAMPIRE WARS

Bringing urban fantasy to the Mythras
system, players in After the Vampire Wars
take on the role of supernatural species Fae, Lycanthropes, Changelings, Seers,
and Vampires - in the modern era in the
destructive wake of a battle for supremacy
that saw the rise of these creatures and
the reintroduction of magic to a world
dominated by technology. Scheduled to
ship in March 2018.
TDM TDM600..............................$24.99

Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
BLACK DEX SGC001................... $64.99
BLUE DEX SGC002..................... $64.99
GREY DEX SGC003.................... $64.99
RED DEX SGC004....................... $64.99
WHITE DEX SGC005................... $64.99

DYNAMITE

DEX PROTECTION

REANIMATOR BOARD GAME

DEX MINI SLEEVE (60)

Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
BLACK DEX DSM001.................... $5.99
BLUE DEX DSM002....................... $5.99
GREEN DEX DSM003.................... $5.99
PURPLE DEX DSM006................... $5.99
RED DEX DSM004........................ $5.99
WHITE DEX DSM005.................... $5.99

Welcome to the spine-tingling world
of ReAnimator, a tabletop game
of horror and mad science. In this
nightmarish take on H.P. Lovecraft’s
classic creation, players take on the
role of assistants to Herbert West,
travelling around the ill-begotten town
of Arkham, Massachusetts, gathering
musty Tomes, mysterious Ingredients,
and even Cadavers of the recently
deceased to perfect the the mad
genius’ experimental reanimation
formula. Classic characters including
Herbert West, the City Watch, and
the Undead wander through Arkham
to help (or hinder) the players as
they undertake their profane task.
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
DIA STL073181.............................. PI
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SUPREME GAME CHEST

EVIL HAT
PRODUCTIONS
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DAILY MAGIC GAMES
FOOD TRUCK CHAMPION

In Food Truck Champion, you are the
owner of a new food truck, out to make
a name for yourself. As the owner of a
new food truck, you’re eager to make your
mark with great food and fast service. Hire
staff, shop for ingredients, take customer
orders, prepare tasty dishes, and earn
critical awards. At the end of the day, only
the most popular truck can be the Food
Truck Champion! Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
PSI DMGFTC001..........................$25.00

DEX SLEEVE (100)

Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
BLACK DEX DS001....................... $6.99
BLUE DEX DS002.......................... $6.99
GREEN DEX DS003....................... $6.99
RED DEX DS004........................... $6.99
WHITE DEX DS005....................... $6.99

FATE CORE RPG: FATE DICE (4)

FIRE EHP 9019.............................. $6.00
MIDNIGHT EHP 9020.................... $6.00
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FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

ANDROID NETRUNNER LCG:
COUNCIL OF THE CREST DATA PACK

Atop the rippling crystal of Lake Victoria
sits the skeleton of a second beanstalk.
Trade and tourism thrive within the fertile
crescent as the Sub-Saharan League,
a unity of nations in the midst of an
economic and cultural renaissance,
works tirelessly to construct the new link
between the world of dirt and the limitless
expanse. Though determination and focus
breed peace within the region, those on
the edge wish to disrupt the architecture for personal profit and political vendetta.
The third Data Pack in the Kitara Cycle for
Android: Netrunner, Council of the Crest
introduces three copies of twenty new
cards focusing on the main educational
institution of the Sub-Saharan League, the
efforts to build a second space elevator, and the conspiracies and corporate
subterfuge that underline both. You’ll also discover a powerful new virus, a
pair of dueling current events, and a brand-new NBN identity. Scheduled
to ship in February 2018.
FFG ADN52.............................................................................. $14.95

ELDER SIGN: OMENS OF THE PHARAOH EXPANSION

In Omens of the Pharaoh, an expansion for Elder Sign, the investigators join
an archeological expedition in the deserts of Egypt. The dig has breached
long-hidden chambers and brought your team of investigators face-to-face
with the Dark Pharaoh, Nephren-Ka! This cruel and otherworldly threat
seeks to return from beyond the grave and continue his blood-soaked reign
of terror. What forces have preserved Nephren-Ka for all this time, and how
can such a being be stopped? The Lightless Pyramid game mode for Omens
of the Pharaoh lets the investigators travel back and forth between Cairo
and Dashur to gather supplies and gain special gameplay advantages by
advancing the party’s Expedition. Gather powerful Relics to bolster your
chances of stopping Nephren-Ka, and explore Hidden Chambers to reveal
the powerful Elder Signs that you’ll need to stop the rise of the Ancient One.
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG SL20.................................................................................. $24.95
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Your investigations have led you far from that fateful first showing of The
King in Yellow at the Ward Theatre in Arkham. When you no longer can
find the answers you need in Arkham, you voyage across the Atlantic to
France and enter the catacombs of the dead beneath Paris. Now, you travel
to the island commune of Mont Saint-Michel, as brooding, dark clouds
cover the sky. A storm is coming - and it’s unclear if our world will survive!
In Black Stars Rise, the fifth Mythos Pack in The Path to Carcosa Cycle for
Arkham Horror: The Card Game, player cards arrive with palliative names
like “Stick to the Plan,” “Narrow Escape,” or “Ward of Protection.” Their
names are a lie, dripping with false comfort that only the truly mad will
embrace. The darkling spires of Carcosa are breaching the walls between
dimensions and Hastur will rule over all... The Black Stars are Rising! There
is no escape. You are doomed! Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG AHC16.............................................................................. $14.95

A GAME OF THRONES LCG: 2ND EDITION FAVOR OF THE OLD GODS CHAPTER PACK

The world of Westeros has been defined and shaped by religion. For much of
the south, the faith of the Seven is professed - but in the north, the Old Gods still
hold sway. The ironborn worship the Drowned God, and the fires of R’hllor are
spreading from Essos across the Narrow Sea. Whether held devoutly or used as a
pretense for power, these religions have a profound effect on the game of thrones
and those who play it. In Favor of the Old Gods, the fourth Chapter Pack in the
Flight of Crows Cycle for A Game of Thrones: The Card Game, you’ll find an
assortment of cards with traits such as Old Gods, The Seven, or R’hllor, hearkening
to the many religions that have played their roles in the tumultuous game of thrones.
From a new agenda evoking the mystical powers of the greenseers to characters
like Selyse Baratheon and Ser Balon Swann, this Chapter Pack has plenty to offer
for every faction. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG GT26................................................................................. $14.95

STAR WARS: LEGION DICE PACK

Supplement your games of Star
Wars: Legion with a tool of
convenience: extra dice! The Star
Wars: Legion Dice Pack comes with
fifteen dice, identical to the dice
contained in the Core Set. Scheduled
to ship in February 2018.
FFG SWL02.................... $14.95

STAR WARS: LEGION AT-RT UNIT EXPANSION

Since the Rebel Alliance
can’t hope to match the aweinspiring military production
of the Empire, the Rebellion
has turned to salvage in order
to supplement their forces such as with the AT-RTs. The
AT-RT Unit Expansion for
Star Wars: Legion includes a
single, new AT-RT miniature
to add to your Rebel army,
complete with three different
gun attachments, the associated unit card, and an assortment of upgrade
cards. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG SWL04............................................................................... $24.95

STAR WARS: LEGION - MOVEMENT TOOLS
AND RANGE RULER PACK

Supplement your games of Star Wars: Legion with a
tool of convenience: extra movement tools and range
rulers! The Star Wars: Legion Movement Tools and
Range Ruler Pack comes with three joined movement
tools and one segmented range ruler, identical to the
dice contained in the Core Set. Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
FFG SWL03...............................................$14.95

GAMES

The howl of a 74-Z Speeder
Bike racing past isn’t something
that’s easily forgotten. The
Empire commonly uses these
speeder bikes for scouting
and reconnaissance missions,
but they can also be deployed
to terrifying effect on the
battlefield, where their sheer
speed often prevents the
enemy from taking a clean
shot. The 74-Z Speeder Bikes Unit Expansion for Star Wars: Legion includes
a unit of two 74-Z Speeder Bikes, and all the unit cards and upgrade
cards you need to expand your forces with these lightning-fast speeders.
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG SWL06............................................................................... $24.95

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

STAR WARS: LEGION 74-Z SPEEDER BIKES
UNIT EXPANSION

STAR WARS: LEGION - AT-ST UNIT EXPANSION

The power of the Empire is visible on any subjugated world - and you’ll be able
to supplement your Stormtroopers with the All Terrain Scout Transport! With the
AT-ST Unit Expansion for Star Wars: Legion, you’ll find a single, finely sculpted,
massive AT-ST miniature, which can be assembled to loom over the battlefield
and provide a rallying point for your entire army. Alongside this beautiful
miniature is an assortment of all the unit cards and upgrade cards you’ll need
to fully integrate the AT-ST into the Empire’s war machine - and your armies!
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG SWL08............................................................................... $49.95

The Alliance recruits warriors
from every world - wherever
they can find beings who have
come to hate the Empire’s
tyranny. Together, these ragtag
groups of recruits become
Rebel Troopers, carrying out
the fight against the Empire
on dozens of worlds across
the galaxy. The Rebel Troopers
Unit Expansion for Star Wars:
Legion features a full unit of seven Rebel Trooper miniatures, identical to the
Rebel Troopers included in the Core Set. This expansion also includes the unit
card and an assortment of upgrade cards, inviting you to kit out your Rebel
Troopers for any battlefield scenario. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG SWL05............................................................................... $24.95
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STARFINDER RPG: ALIEN EVOLUTION
- COSMIC RACE GUIDEBOOK

From the aerial Abrial to the free-floating-nervoussystem-encased-in-armor Uavaryon, The Cosmic
Race Guidebook introduces 25 new playable
races for use with the Starfinder Roleplaying
Game, complete with unique physiologies and
abilities. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
S2P FGG5002................................... $29.95

STAR WARS: LEGION - STORMTROOPERS UNIT EXPANSION

No image is more iconic and symbolic of the Empire’s power than the
expressionless helmet of an Imperial Stormtrooper. These soldiers have been
deployed on hundreds of worlds across the galaxy, and everywhere they go
they keep the boot of Imperial oppression firmly placed on the neck of all
who resist. In the Stormtroopers Unit Expansion for Star Wars: Legion, you’ll
find seven Stormtrooper miniatures, identical to the ones included in the Core
Set, along with the unit card and upgrade cards you need to add another
unit of Stormtroopers to your army. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG SWL07	������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $24.95

STAR WARS: LEGION
- T-47 AIRSPEEDER
UNIT EXPANSION

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM
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Travelling through hyperspace can sometimes
lead to strange and terrifying results. Each time a
ship uses its hyperspace engine, the crew may find
themselves either flying through empty hyperspace
to their intended destination, or passing by a
random chunk of another plane. Few would be
pleased to find themselves in either Hell or the
Abyss, and even fewer would want to be steering
through a hybrid of these two fiendscapes! Close
Encounters: Hyperspace Fiends introduces brandnew, Starfinder-compatible rules for interacting
with this treacherous subsection of hyperspace and provides stats for 13 of these demons
and devils, from the lowly dretch, to the vicious bone devil, to the sword-and-rifle wielding
marilith. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
S2P FGG5003	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $11.95

FINAL FRONTIER GAMES

You may be battling the
Empire on the frozen
wastes of Hoth, or
fighting on the surface
of any other planet,
across the thousands of
planets that make up the
galaxy. But, no matter
where you are, there’s
always good reason to
get a little air superiority.
The T-47 Airspeeder Unit
Expansion for Star Wars: Legion adds one T-47 airspeeder miniature to
your Rebel armies, along with all the unit and upgrade cards you need
to make the T-47 airspeeder a crucial part of your battle for freedom.
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
FFG SWL09	������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $29.95

FAT GOBLIN GAMES

JAN

STARFINDER RPG:
HYPERSPACE FIENDS

PATHFINDER RPG: SHADOWS OVER
VATHAK - HAUNTLINGS ENHANCED
RACIAL GUIDE

Enhanced Racial Guide Races: Hauntlings
aims to give players of the ghost-touched
hauntlings immersive, setting-specific materials
and support for almost any kind of play in your
Shadows over Vathak campaigns. Included are
new and expanded options for alternate racial
traits and subtypes, favored class options for all
the base, core, hybrid, and occult classes, and
three new racial archetypes. This Pathfindercompatible sourcebook also includes new
racial rules for hauntling equipment, feats,
traits, magic items, and spells. Scheduled to
ship in February 2018.
S2P FGG1003................................... $14.95

CAVERN TAVERN BOARD GAME

In a war torn land of heroic feats and epic
quests, there’s a place that’s never felt the
wrath of the ongoing and everlasting war
between the five realms. Hidden deep
in the shadows of a cavern in the hills
of Strongcliff, lies the best kept secret Cavern Tavern! Your mission in Cavern
Tavern is to be the best employee Nasty
the Dwarf has ever had. Why? Because
Cavern Tavern is the best place to meet
heroes of the Northlands, hear stories
of epic adventures, and, when the time
is right, go on quests that can shape the
world. But before you go adventuring, you
need to keep your job at all costs! And
your job is to serve the most drinks, spend
time in the kitchen, maintain the Tavern
in tip-top shape, and try not to step on
Nasty’s toes. You think that’s simple? Well,
your opponents have the same ambitions
and they’ll backstab you, rat on you to
Nasty, steal from you, and pretty much
make your shift at the tavern miserable.
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
IMP FFN1001..............................$55.00

RISE TO NOBILITY BOARD GAME

In this magical land of heroes, villains,
and adventurers, a fragile peace has
been brokered between the Five Realms.
Five years after the events of The Cavern
Tavern, and the escape of evil Lord Dranor,
the Elf Princess Tabitha Orestes has taken
her rightful place as the High Queen of
the Five Realms, forging an alliance in
her new capital: the white-walled city of
Caveborn. Caveborn is her one chance
to make the future work; to make peace
work - but to do that she needs the city
to run properly. But, Caveborn needs a
strong hand. The city needs a ruler, not
a historian! Become a lord and take your
seat at the Stone Council to help Caveborn
flourish and prosper in the Rise to Nobility
Board Game. Scheduled to ship in
January 2018.
IMP FFN2001..............................$60.00

GAMES

CITADEL

FLOODGATE GAMES

GREEN TAPE MEASURE (3 PACK)

GAW 65-03................................$24.00

GAW 300-04..............................$35.00

GANG WAR

GAW 300-09..............................$30.00

NEWS@11

Make up Stories, Break the News!
News@11 is a recursive storytelling game
in which the players are anchors at a news
desk or on assignment in a world going
weird. Fill in cue cards and incorporate
the topics on them into your segment
as you build the story. Stories from the
morning news come back in the afternoon
and evening, getting stranger and more
tangled each time! Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
PSI FGGNW01............................$24.95

PAINTING HANDLE (6 PACK)

GAW 66-11................................$48.00

BULKHEAD DOORS

GAW 300-05..............................$35.00

GOLIATH GANG

GAW 300-10..............................$40.00

GALE FORCE NINE
PAINTING MAT

GAW 66-14................................$25.00

ESCHER GANG

GAW 300-11..............................$40.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
TOMB OF ANNIHILATION MAP SET

Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
GF9 72783.................................$40.00

GOLIATH GANG CARDS

GAW 300-06..............................$15.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

BARRICADES AND OBJECTIVES

WATER POT

GAW 60-07..................................$8.00

NECROMUNDA

GAMES WORKSHOP
ESCHER GANG CARDS

BLACK LIBRARY: CALENDAR 2018

GAW BL2405..............................$15.00

GAW 300-03..............................$12.50
WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

GAW 300-07..............................$15.00

GOLIATH GANG DICE SET

BASES

25MM
GAW 300-15................................$6.50
32MM
GAW 300-16................................$6.50

ESCHER GANG DICE SET

GAW 300-02..............................$12.50

UNDERHIVE

GAW 300-01............................$125.00
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WARHAMMER 40K

GLOBAL GAMES

GAMES

BATTLE IN THE BED: DREAMS COME TRUE

Bringing joyful, mutual satisfaction for everyone! Carrying out ever steamier tasks to
titillate their partner, players in Battle in the Bed: Dreams Come True progress from the
Temptation Zone through the Desire Zone to the Battle In The Bed Zone! Adults Only.
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
GGD VAG001	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

THERMIC PLASMA REGULATORS

GAW 64-23................................$25.00

DEMON WORKER

DARK MILLENNIUM
PLAYING CARDS

The seat of the Demon King is empty and the
next candidate for the throne must show the
world their ability to rule. Scout for competent
demons, efficiently gather sacrifices, mass
produce weapons, promote the research of
magical stones, and execute evil and sinister
plans in Demon Worker! Scheduled to ship in
January 2018.
GGD JPG610............................................ PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAW 65-05................................$12.50

TYRANIDS CODEX

GAW 51-01................................$40.00

PROMETHIUM REFINERY

GAW 64-68..............................$115.00

TYRANIDS DATACARDS

GAW 51-02................................$15.00

RYZA-PATTERN STC RUINS

WARHAMMER
AGE OF SIGMAR

GAW 64-71................................$30.00

WARHAMMER QUEST CHAOS ADVERSARY CARDS

The MBT series is a worthy successor to
the highly regarded Panzer series for
World War II armored combat. Now the
well-trained West German Bundeswehr,
equipped with the superb Leopard,
joins the NATO forces in hypothetical
1980s combat against the Warsaw Pact.
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
GMT 1803..................................$65.00

GOODMAN GAMES

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS:
HOLIDAY MODULE NEW YEAR’S EVIL

THERMIC PLASMA CONDUITS

10

MBT: FRG (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY - THE BUNDESWEHR)
EXPANSION

GAW WQ-04..............................$25.00

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

GAW 70-51................................$85.00

2018

MBT: BAOR (BRITISH ARMY OF
THE RHINE) EXPANSION

The MBT series is a worthy successor to
the highly regarded Panzer series for
World War II armored combat. Now the
redoubtable British Army, equipped with
the lethal Challenger, joins the NATO
forces in hypothetical 1980s combat
against the Warsaw Pact. Scheduled to
ship in February 2018.
GMT 1802..................................$65.00

START COLLECTING! TYRANIDS

JAN

GMT GAMES

GAW 64-69................................$35.00

WHITE DWARF NOVEMBER 2017

GAW WD11.................................$9.00

Every year, Dungeon Crawl Classics brings
you a one-shot adventure perfect for running
over the holidays. This year’s adventure brings
Xcrawl to Dungeon Crawl Classics with a
Level 2 Dungeon Crawl. Scheduled to ship in
January 2018.
IMP GMG52017..................................$9.99

Palaces is a deckbuilding-bidding game where
players spend resources to add levels to their
towers and cards to their deck. Each time you
win a bid, you get to build a level in the material
of the card you won (ex: marble). You also
trigger the special effect of the card you won
and any other cards in your bid. Scheduled to
ship in January 2018.
OOC 1301.........................................$24.95

The Creeps of Keister Island often set low goals
and fail to achieve them. Spy, Swap, and Peek
your way to the lowest score in this addictive
card game of deception and fun! Scheduled to
ship in November 2017.
GUT 1016........................................... $20.00

HABA USA
GREENBRIER GAMES
GRIMSLINGERS: ADVANCED
DUELS THIRD EDITION

In a land beyond God’s reckonin’ is a place called
the Forgotten West. The Iron Witch, a downright
mysterious bein’, has turned you into a Grimslinger,
a powerful witch imbued with metal, machine, and
fancy elemental powers. Now yer maker’s requirin’
all his newly sired to duel each other so that he can
make y’all into witches, proper for his own purposes.
Don’t get dead in Grimslingers: Duels, a strategic card
game set in a sci-fi fantasy western where players use
elemental spells, their wits, and just the right amount of
luck to overcome their opponents. Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
PSI GNEGS07................................................ $9.95

GRIMSLINGERS:
THE NORTHERN TERRITORIES

The Northern Territory contains some
of the Forgotten Wests’ strangest and
most prolific spectacles, secrets, and
adventures. Resist the siren songs of
the Red Maidens as you traverse the
treacherous paths of the Red River.
Brave the unforgiving, cavernous
interiors of the border wall known
as Gates of Hell. Delve into the cryptid, creature-filled depths of The Down Under and
uncover ancient secrets in The Great Deep. Explore the Valley of Death anew and more
as you set out into The Northern Territory, an expansion for Grimslingers. Scheduled to
ship in February 2018.
PSI GNEGS06	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.95

GUT BUSTIN’ GAMES

ANIMAL UPON ANIMAL:
STACKING MEMORY

1,2,3 HEX HERBEI

While enjoying a lively adventure to
the sea coast the animals discover a
lighthouse! The animals think they can
create their own animal tower lighthouse
Who can keep an overview and stack the
animals in the correct order? Scheduled to
ship in November 2017.
HAB 303169...............................$23.99

The young sorcerers apprentices have to
set forth alone through the dark enchanted
forest for their big test. Fortunately,
clues about the right path appear in the
magic ball. But, beware! The sorcerers
apprentices have to be quick and look
very closely, because the player who can
conjure up the clues will move ahead one
step closer to their destination. Scheduled
to ship in November 2017.
HAB 302762...............................$34.99

UNICORN GLITTERLUCK:
A PARTY FOR ROSALIE

Yippee! A new unicorn, baby Rosalie,
is coming to Cloudland! The unicorns
Glitterluck, Stardust, Marvel Flower, and
Magic Swirl want to give Rosalie a fantastic
reception and throw a huge welcoming
party. Help the unicorns cooperatively find
all the friends, get them to the party cloud
and collect all ten cloud crystals! Hurry,
everything needs to be ready before baby
Rosalie arrives at the surprise party! Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
HAB 303155	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $27.99
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CREEPS OF KEISTER
ISLAND CARD GAME

PALACES

GAMES

GORILLA GAMES

IDW GAMES

Be the player with the most teeth remaining in
Livin’ the Dream, a fun-filled expansion for the
Redneck Life Board Game! Livin’ the Dream
comes complete with a Score Sheet Pad, 20 new
Rigs, 10 new Homes, 50 Go Redneckin’ Cards,
a Rig Sleeve, all-new Charts, and a new Name
Placard for the center of your existing game
board. Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
GUT 1015..........................................$20.00

The Cell Games are on and the world’s
greatest fighters have gathered to see if they
have what it takes to defeat Cell, the perfect
warrior. Teaming up to take him down,
Goku, Gohan, Vegeta, Krillin, Trunks, and
Piccoloi must strategize together in order to
stop the supposedly unstoppable machine! In
the Dragon Ball Z: Perfect Cell Dice Game,
players take control of an iconic Dragon
Ball Z fighter and roll their dice to generate
energy. Using custom icons, players allocate
their dice into performing attacks, helping
other players, or buying upgrades. Players
need to work together though, as Cell will
continue to generate new threats that can
heal him, damage all players, or lock players out of potentially game changing upgrades!
IDW 01421	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99
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REDNECK LIFE: LIVIN THE
DREAM EXPANSION #2

DRAGON BALL Z:
PERFECT CELL DICE GAME
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INDIE BOARDS
& CARDS

YU-GI-OH! TCG:
EXTREME FORCE SPECIAL
EDITION BOX DISPLAY (10)

Noble Knights! Brand-new Mythical
Beasts! The Extradimensional Terrors of
Akira Zaizen from Yu-Gi-Oh! VRAINS!
Each Extreme Force Special Edition box
for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game
contains three Extreme Force booster
packs, 1 of 2 Super Rare variants of
sought-after tournament level cards, and
1 of 2 Super Rare preview cards from the
Spring 2018 booster set. NOTE: This item
is sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
KON 83614................................$99.90

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

ATARI’S MISSILE COMMAND

As global tensions mount, leaders of
powerful nations sit ready to defend their
people - or destroy their enemies. Alliances
are formed, yet fragile. Deals are made,
but not always upheld. Diplomacy is just
as important as strategic planning and
procuring armaments. The missiles are at
your command and the choice is yours: fire
on your enemies or betray your allies in
Atari’s Missile Command! A social game
of diplomacy and destruction, players
in Atari’s Missile Command stockpile of
missiles, make deals with their opponents,
and vie for the top spot in the world stage
in this fast and strategic take on Atari’s
classic video game.
IDW 01419.................................$39.99

ROAR: KING OF THE PRIDE

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

In the wilds of Africa, lion prides rule
over all beasts, but only one pride can
rule over all the lions! In Roar: King of
the Pride, players compete to become
the dominant pride of Africa. Managing
your food supply, while expanding your
territory and growing your pride size with
cubs, will take strategic planning and key
wits. Even the best-laid plans, however,
can be interrupted by other pride’s secret
objectives, or worse, the enroachment of a
new and deadly threat.
IDW 01377.................................$59.99
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KONAMI DIGITAL
ENTERTAINMENT

IELLO
FAIRY TILE

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
IEL 51396....................................$29.99

THE LEGEND OF THE CHERRY TREE

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
IEL 51376....................................$19.99

SENTAI CATS

Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
IEL 51457....................................$14.99

MANTIC
ENTERTAINMENT

TERRAINCRATE

Scheduled to ship in April 2018.

DARK LORD’S TOWER

MGE MGTC106...........................$29.99

AEON’S END DBG:
THE OUTER DARK EXPANSION

The extinction of Gravehold wanes ever
nearer as The Nameless gather their most
powerful legions. Not even the dreams
of those who have endured are a refuge
any longer. What terrors loom in the heart
of the great nothing some call The Outer
Dark? An expansion for Aeon’s End, The
Outer Dark contains new nemeses and two
new breach mages, as well as new gems,
relics, spells, and minions. Scheduled to
ship in March 2018.
PSI IBCAEDO1.............................$19.99

DRAGON’S HOARD
YU-GI-OH! TCG: LEGENDARY
COLLECTION KAIBA

Total Dueling domination never goes out of
style for Seto Kaiba! Legendary Collection
Kaiba for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card
Game brings together many of Kaiba’s
most famous cards, along with other
powerful cards often used alongside them
in a 100-card, all-foil mega-set. Each box
contains three Legendary Collection Kaiba
Mega Packs and a fold-up game board.
KON 83675................................$29.99

IRON WIND METALS

ENFORCER III ENF-7D MECH XTRO REPUBLIC VOL 1

Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
IWM 20-5157.............................$12.95

JAGUAR (STANDARD) MECH TRO 3145

Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
IWM 20-5154.............................$11.95

PHOENIX HAWK IIC 7 MECH TRO 3085

Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
IWM 20-5156.............................$17.95

MGE MGTC108...........................$29.99

MGE MGTC104...........................$79.99

The Peril Awaits expansion adds ten new
treasures and 30 additional encounters
to Delve.
PSI IBCDELPA1.............................$11.99

Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
IWM 20-5155.............................$11.50

DUNGEON DEBRIS

DUNGEON DEPTHS

DELVE: PERIL AWAITS EXPANSION

COUGAR PRIME/B MECH TRO 3060

MGE MGTC111.............................$9.99

DUNGEON DOORS

MGE MGTC102.............................$9.99

YU-GI-OH! TCG: LEGENDARY
DUELISTS - ANCIENT
MILLENNIUM BOOSTER
DISPLAY (36)

Bandit Keith! Maximillion Pegasus!
Weevil Underwood! Take a walk on
the dark side with Legendary Duelists:
Ancient Millennium, featuring brandnew cards inspired by some of the most
villainous Duelists in the Yu-Gi-Oh!
universe! Legendary Duelists: Ancient
Millennium also gives love to the rivals
and villains of Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, offering
new cards for Professor Crowler’s
Ancient Gear Deck, Jesse Anderson’s
Crystal Beasts, and Chazz Princeton’s
many strategies. This 53-card set for
the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game
is introduced in boosters packed in
36-count displays. NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
KON 83647.......................... $71.64

DUNGEON ESSENTIALS

MGE MGTC103...........................$29.99

DUNGEON TRAPS

MGE MGTC113.............................$9.99

GAMES

KING’S COFFERS

MGE MGTC112.............................$9.99

THE PRISON MDF KIT

LILLY BOOSTER

MGE MGWD125.........................$19.99

MGE MGWD014.........................$84.99

MICHONNE, VENGEFUL
HUNTER BOOSTER

MGE MGWD130.........................$19.99

MGE MGTC110...........................$29.99

MGE MGTC109...........................$29.99

PRONE FIGURES BOOSTER

MGE MGWD016.........................$44.99

MGE MGWD123.........................$19.99

RICK, DISFIGURED BUT
DETERMINED BOOSTER

MGE MGWD126.........................$19.99

THE WALKING DEAD:
ALL OUT WAR
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.

TYREESE, PRISON
ADVISOR BOOSTER

TORTURE CHAMBER

MGE MGWD127.........................$19.99

MGE MGTC107...........................$29.99

MATTEL TOYS
ALICE BOOSTER

MGE MGWD129.........................$19.99

WIZARD’S STUDY

BLOKUS

MGE MGTC105...........................$29.99

A Mensa Select Recipient! Stake your
claim, protect your territory in Blokus,
as players attempt to fit as many of their
pieces on the board as possible while
strategically blocking their opponents.
Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
MAT BJV44.......................................... PI

THE WALKING DEAD:
ALL OUT WAR
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.

CHAIN-LINK FENCE MDF KIT

MGE MGWD018.........................$19.99

DELUXE GAMING MAT WOODBURY

MGE MGWD212.........................$19.99

MIND BOTTLING GAMES
DICE THRONE

For a thousand years, the Mad King has
sit high atop his throne, bored with a
millennia of victory. Each year he hosts
a tournament of champions, with the
greatest prize a hero could ever want
- the Throne! Choose unique heroes to
command! Activate and upgrade their
abilities using dice combinations! Play
cards to manipulate dice and surprise your
foe! Defeat your opponents and take the
throne in Dice Throne! Scheduled to ship
in February 2018.
PSI MBGDT101............................$49.99
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TEASURY

MADE TO SUFFER EXPANSION
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LIBRARY

THE GOVERNOR BOOSTER

MGE MGWD124.........................$19.99

THE PRISON TOWER MDF KIT

MGE MGWD017.........................$29.99
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SPIRIT OF 77 RPG: WIDE WORLD OF 77

An expansion for the Spirit of 77 RPG, Wide
World of 77 takes you from the mean streets of
the city to new destinations like the squared circle,
thunder road raceways, and brawl-for-it-all skating
rinks, along with new Roles, Stories, and lots of
surprises! Also included are three wild adventures
that take you from the hottest daytime game show
to prehistoric lands and funky car wash hijinks!
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
S2P MFS77102........................................ $20.00

SYMBAROUM RPG:
THE ART OF SYMBAROUM

SPACE 1889: LONDON BRIDGE
HAS FALLEN DOWN - SAVAGE
WORLDS EDITION

A Savage Worlds adventure for Space
1889, London Bridge Has Fallen Down
includes a detailed description of the city of
Mylarkt, including a city map, with additional
locations, factions, and thrilling plot hooks.
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
IMP MUH051220..........................$9.99

MONTE COOK GAMES

A cloth-dressed, hardcover tome printed
on thick, premium quality paper to do
the haunting and surreal illustrations of
Martin Grip justice, The Art of Symbaroum
includes short text excerpts meant to
anchor the motifs and portraits in the
world of Symbaroum. Scheduled to ship in
January 2018.
IMP MUH051002........................$34.99

MONKEYFUN STUDIOS

INVISIBLE SUN RPG: THE BLACK CUBE

Do you think you live in the real world? You don’t. This world you see around you is
Shadow - a world illuminated only by the Grey Sun. You think it’s your home, but that’s
because you have forgotten your true self. Awaken, and return to the Actuality and
Satyrine, the city under the Indigo Sun. You are a vislae, a wielder of fabulous powers
and capabilities, a shaper of reality itself. You sought shelter in Shadow to escape the
war, but the war is now over and your home has called you back. Wield fabulous powers
as you uncover the secrets of reality itself in Invisible Sun, a roleplaying game of surreal
fantasy, secrets, and magic that is truly magical! The Black Cube contains four hardcover
tomes totaling over 500-pages of game and setting content; The Sooth Deck, a beautiful,
tarot-themed deck that’s instrumental to game play; The Path of Suns game board, used
with the Sooth Deck; The Testament of Suns, a resin-cast figure that displays the currently
ascendant Sooth Card; plus a wide variety of tokens for tracking game info, a set of
custom Invisible Sun dice, two cloth maps, a GM’s notebook, character tomes for all four
orders, plus apostates, a character grimoire pad, five pregenerated characters, and oads
of in-setting handouts and props. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PSI MCG135	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $243.00

BEDLAM HALL RPG

Powered by the Apocalypse, players in
Bedlam Hall take on the terrible role of
servants for the Blackwood family - who
are quite different. The family’s troubles
run the gamut between inconvenient
relationships to terror-driven psychoses
that can turn bloody and violent. Not quite
the best employers to work for, in any sense
of the word. Coupled with the house’s own
peculiarities and an overwhelming need to
maintain ones own skeletons in the closet,
every member of staff has their hands
full, to say the least. Can you manage
to survive the strange happenings and
the family’s unnatural behavior while still
keeping the house under control and your
references in order? Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
S2P MFS66101...........................$25.00

GRUEL TRUCK RPG

It’s the dawning of the Third Age - an age
of great heroes. A time when adventurers
from distant lands came together seeking
amazing quests for fame, fortune, and glory.
And those guys die! (most of them anyway.)
Only the survivors make it into the annals of
legend for their magnificent deeds. Those
who fail are swept into a sack and left on
the side of the trail - after everyone has gone
through their pockets. And they die pretty
nasty deaths, come to think of it, sliced into
bite-sized chunks from death traps, buried
alive in catacombs until running out of air,
and eaten by wild animals that go for the
squishy parts of the anatomy first. All for
the hope of getting a few gold pieces to
squander at the local tavern, hard earned,
quickly lost, and a heck of a lot of scarring.
Gruel Truck! is the Zany Adventure Game of
Food Trucks in the Fantasy Age! Scheduled
to ship in February 2018.
S2P MFS88100...........................$20.00

SPIRIT OF 77 RPG

Hey there, all you boppers! Get ready for slambang action and high-octane excitement with
Spirit of 77, he 1970’s pop culture roleplaying
game that turns up the volume and never slows
down! Kung-fu tough guys, good ol’ boy truckers,
starry-eyed rockers, and hard-boiled sleuths, all
jam-packed into one funky, easy-to-learn game
system powered by the Apocalypse. Now put on
the turntable, kick it into overdrive, and get ready
to rock with the glittery power of glam and the
gritty edge of the street with Spirit of 77! Can you
dig it?! Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
S2P MFS77101..................................... $30.00

INVISIBLE SUN RPG: SOOTH DECK

Like many things, the Sooth Deck serves
multiple purposes in Invisible Sun. As a
part of the setting, the Sooth Deck is a
60-card set of divinatory cards played
upon a board showing the Path of Suns.
Each card briefly brushes across a strand
of fate to learn what might be in store
for the person in question. Each deck is
divided into four families, and each family
has royalty cards. The Sooth Deck is also
something that a character might have
and use within the context of the game.
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PSI MCG138...............................$23.00

INVISIBLE SUN RPG: VISLAE KIT

NO THANK YOU, EVIL! RPG:
I’M A GUIDE

I’m a Guide gives you a hands-on, stepby-step book for kids who are ready to
take on the role of Guide in the No Thank
You, Evil! RPG. Easy-to-follow instructions
help kids run a simple adventure, learning
along the way so they can go on to run
more advanced stories, or even make
up their own! I’m a Guide also comes
bundled with a bunch of great stuff for
helping Guides explore Storia, including
the storybook and mini-adventure (‘Lucy
Lawful and the Awful Waffle’), a Storia
coloring book, and character standups.
PSI MCG148...............................$24.99

Designed for use with Invisible Sun, the Vislae Kit is a player companion to The Black Cube,
with dice, a Sooth Deck, a grimoire pad, a character tome, tokens, and more. Scheduled to
ship in March 2018.
PSI MCG151	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $36.00

OINK GAMES
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MR. B GAMES
MATRYOSHKA

From Designer Sergio Halaban, the visionary
behind Sheriff of Nottingham! Years ago, rare
Matryoshkas (Russian nesting dolls) composed
of seven dolls each were distributed randomly
among antique dealers. Now, these collectors
are meeting to exchange dolls and try to
reassemble the rare Matryoshkas. Obviously,
each collector wants to leave with the most
valuable collection. But who will succeed?
In Matryoshka, players attempt to form the
most valuable collection through trading,
set collection, hand management, and a bit
of clever negotiation. Scheduled to ship in
November 2017.
MIB 1022............................................ $24.99

A FAKE ARTIST GOES
TO NEW YORK

The true talent is not getting caught!
Everyone is drawing one picture
together...but someone doesn’t even know
what they’re drawing! There’s a fake artist
hiding among the real artists - can you
find out who it is? Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
PSI ONK0001FAG.......................$20.00

The Pharaoh is Dying! As one of the chosen
architects, you have to try to build the most
remarkable gravesite for your pharaoh,
but if your goal is too lofty or you’re too
slow and the pharaoh dies before you
finalize the monument you’ll be executed!
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
PSI ONK0001PMD.......................$20.00

EVOLUTION: CLIMATE PLAY MAT

Jazz up your Evolution Climate game with this gorgeous, neoprene play mat with the
same iconic art used on Climate’s play board. The colors are richer and deeper than the
board in Evolution Climate, making the already beautiful watercolor art pop even more.
And who doesn’t love playing on neoprene mats? Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
NSG 526	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $19.99

STARTUPS

DEEP SEA ADVENTURE

WITS & WAGERS VEGAS EXPANSION

History’s most award-winning party game just got better! With more ways to bet
and smoother game play, Wits & Wagers Vegas creates the ultimate Wits & Wagers
experience. This limited-edition expansion converts both Wits & Wagers Party and Wits
& Wagers Deluxe into the trivia party game that has no equal. Wits & Wagers Vegas
contains a show-stopping 34” x 24” neoprene, two-sided play mat with classic Wits &
Wagers Deluxe on one side, and Wits & Wagers Vegas on the other. It also has more
questions and extra components to amplify your Wits & Wagers game nights. Scheduled
to ship in November 2017.
NSG 131	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $49.99

A group of poor explorers hoping to get
rich quickly head out to recover treasures
from some undersea ruins. They’re all
rivals, but their budgets force them to
share a single rented submarine and a
tank of air, as well! If they don’t get back
to the sub before they run out of air, they’ll
drop all their treasure. Now it’s time to see
who can bring home the greatest riches
in this Deep Sea Adventure! Scheduled to
ship in February 2018.
PSI ONK0001DSA.......................$20.00

Believe in Your Future! Get in on the
groundfloor of a golden opportunity in
Startups! Change the world as we know it
and be part of the success as an investor in
these enterprising ventures. With great risk
comes great reward (hopefully) in Startups!
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
PSI ONK0001STU........................$20.00

PAIZO PUBLISHING
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NORTH STAR GAMES

THE PYRAMID’S DEADLINE

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE
CARD GAME: ULTIMATE
COMBAT ADD-ON DECK

DRAGONSGATE COLLEGE

Welcome to the school for exceptionally
talented students of the ancient art of
Dungeon Crawling! Are you ready to make
your House proud? Dragonsgate College
is a strategic game utilizing a unique dice
drafting mechanism that puts 2-4 players in
charge of Student Houses locked in a battle
for recognition and prestige. Constructing
student facilities, hiring seasoned adventurers
as teachers, dabbling in the arcane arts
of wizardry and subterfuge, and cleverly
outmaneuvering your opponents - all this
awaits you within the walls of this ancient
university. Prove your worth, and maybe you
will even get a tenure in Dragonsgate College!
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
PSI NSK019	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99

INSIDER

Are we controlled by what we hear and
see, even while thinking we decide freely?
Players in Insider have to find the right
answers to a quiz and also uncover the
‘Insider’ in their midst that’s manipulating
the discussion and misleading the others.
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
PSI ONK0001INS........................$20.00

Chock full of enough armor and weapons
for any war you might wage, the Ultimate
Combat Add-On Deck can be used with
any Pathfinder Adventure Card Game
character or Adventure Path. Or you
can play with the brand-new character
included in this 109-card box: Hayato,
the iconic samurai. Scheduled to ship in
March 2018.
PZO 6828...................................$19.99
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PATHFINDER RPG:
ADVENTURE PATH - WAR
FOR THE CROWN PART 2 SONGBIRD SCION SABOTEUR
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The Pact Worlds are the beating
heart of the Starfinder campaign
setting, a solar system full of citizens
both familiar and bizarre. From the
cosmopolitan corridors of Absalom
Station and the carnivorous jungles
of Castrovel, to the necromantic
wastleands of Eox and the floating
cloud-cities of the gas giant Bretheda,
this Starfinder rulebook features indepth gazetteers of the system’s 14
major worlds, including new playable
alien races, starships, living vessels,
and archetypes, plus tons of new
weapons, armors, spells, feats, magic
items, and technological gadgets.
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PZO 7107............................. $44.99

Click, click, click... Hold on to your
stomachs, because the ride of your life
is about to drop! In Coaster Park, you’re
tasked with building the biggest, baddest
roller coasters. To do this, you must
assemble a killer crew to help you outbid
and outsmart your fellow builders to gain
the choicest track. But, don’t forget about
physics! If your marble fails to make it to
the end, you’ve got a dud on your hands
and must re-engineer your path to victory!
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
PSI PAN201706...........................$49.95

PINNACLE
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

FEAR AGENT GM SCREEN
WITH ADVENTURE

Packed with all the tables and handy
reference items a GM needs to run
Fear Agent: The Roleplaying Game, this
sturdy, three-panel screen comes with a
32-page adventure. Scheduled to ship in
January 2018.
S2P 11351..................................$19.99

THE GOON: LIMITED EDITON
(HARDCOVER)

The Goon: The Roleplaying Game is based
on Eric Powell’s multiple Eisner Awardwinning comic, The Goon! This game ain’t
about heroes, per se. More like antiheroes.
Join the Goon’s crime syndicate - or play
as Goon, Franky, and the rest of their
crew - and fight off the rival gangs what’s
encroachin’ on your turf, while collecting
on Goon’s debts and whatnot. You might
also succeed at fighting off the tide of
bleak suffering that’s set to consume yer
soul. Then again, you might not! But
while you’re contemplatin’ the psychology
and so forth, make sure to watch out for
Zombie Priest and his legions of groanin’,
brain-chompin’ zombies; they’re a
constant hassle. If that ain’t bad enough,
there’s crazed-yet-brilliant Dr. Hieronymus
Alloy and his robots goin’ on a rampage
every other week. You also want to keep
a lookout for swarms of chug-heads...
what they call ‘changelings’. Yeah. They’re
nasty little buggers. Believe me, pal, we
ain’t even got to the worst of it yet. You
sure you wanna join up with Goon’s crew?
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
S2P 11300LE...............................$39.99

THE GOON: GM SCREEN
WITH ADVENTURE

Whether you are braving scalding flames
to save victims trapped in a raging inferno,
or fleeing from the devastation wrought by
a dragon, Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Forest Fire
has you covered. Detailing a smoldering,
mountainous maze on one side and a
secluded forest outpost on the other, this
portable, affordable, double-side map
measures 24-inches x 30-inches, and
features a coated surface designed to handle
any dry erase, wet erase, or even permanent
marker. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PZO 30090.................................$14.99

2018

STARFINDER RPG:
PACT WORLDS HARDCOVER

As newly-appointed agents in Taldor’s
escalating struggle for succession, the
heroes must help their Princess Eutropia
build a power base by reclaiming her
family’s land from squatters - the debased
Lotheed family. Can the heroes infiltrate
the high-society of Meratt County through
its extravagant balls and tournaments,
while
secretly
undermining
Count
Bartelby Lotheed’s authority, or will their
clandestine attempts to repair the damage
done and woo allies ultimately lead them
to the headsman’s blade? A Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game adventure for 4th-level
characters, Songbird, Scion, Saboteur
continues the War for the Crown Adventure
Path. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PZO 90128.................................$24.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT FOREST FIRE

JAN

COASTER PARK

Packed with all the tables and handy reference
items a GM needs to run The Goon: The
Roleplaying Game, this sturdy, three-panel
screen comes with a 32-page adventure.
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
S2P 11301..................................$19.99

STARFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT SPACE STATION

Featuring the commercial center of a
futuristic station on one side and the
cramped corridors of an industrial
platform on the other, this portable,
affordable, double-side map measures
24-inches x 30-inches, and features a
coated surface designed to handle any
dry erase, wet erase, or even permanent
marker. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PZO 7306...................................$14.99

PATHFINDER RPG: PLAYER
COMPANION - MERCHANT’S MANIFEST

Some say that money makes the world go ‘round,
and it’s Golarion’s merchants who make this a
reality. This player-focused companion examines
commerce in the setting through the lens of
important trade hubs such as Absalom, Goka,
and Katapesh, where smart shoppers can secure
myriad fine wares. Want a piece of the profits?
Pathfinder Player Companion: Merchant’s Manifest
is your key to success, packed with information
about the most successful trading companies that
have developed specialized tools and techniques
to make the biggest profits and outwit their
competitors. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
PZO 9489............................................$14.99

POKÉMON USA

FEAR AGENT LIMITED EDITION
(HARDCOVER)

Based on the amazing comic series by
Rick Remender, Tony Moore, and Jerome
Opea, Fear Agent: The Roleplaying
Game is a pulp scifi setting for Savage
Worlds with dark secrets and cataclysmic
twists! After Earth is devastated by an
interstellar war between two alien races,
the few surviving members of humanity
are dragged kicking and screaming into
a complex galaxy of terror and adventure
they didn’t even know existed. Now, Texan
Heath Huston bands together with others
of his ilk to form the Fear Agents, a ragtag
collection of survivors intent on revenge!
In their wake is a galaxy where humans
are newcomers in a world of lasers, rocket
packs, and warp drives. Scheduled to ship
in January 2018.
S2P 11350LE...............................$39.99

POKÉMON TCG:
GUZZLORD-GX BOX

The Guzzlord-GX Box for the Pokémon
Trading Card Game includes one foil
promo card and an oversized card
featuring Guzzlord-GX, plus four Pokémon
TCG booster packs.
PUI 80364........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: SHINING
LEGENDS PIN COLLECTION MARSHADOW

This Shining Legends Pin Collection
includes a never-before-seen foil promo
card and an awesome collectible pin
featuring Marshadow, plus three Pokémon
TCG: Shining Legends booster packs.
PUI 80366........................................... PI

PRIVATEER PRESS

HORDES

Scheduled to ship in February 2018.

POKÉMON TCG: SUN & MOON
ULTRA PRISM MINI ALBUM

This mini portfolio is designed to store 60
of your favorite cards and comes with a
Pokémon TCG booster pack.
PUI 80358........................................... PI

MINIONS BONE SHRINE SOLO
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 75083...................................$24.99

POKÉMON TCG: SUN & MOON
ULTRA PRISM BOOSTER
DISPLAY (36)

Ultra Beasts! Prism Star Cards! 18
New Trainer Cards! This 150-card
expansion for the Pokémon Trading
Card Game is introduced in 60card Theme Decks offered in 8-count
displays, 10-card boosters packed
in 36-count displays, and 3-booster
blisters. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
PUI 80344-D.................................. PI

MINIONS VOID LEECH WEAPON
ATTACHMENT (WHITE METAL)

PIP 75078...................................$21.99

SKORNE LORD TYRANT
HEXERIS WARLOCK
(WHITE METAL RESCULPT)

PIP 74091...................................$17.99

P3 PAINT

BOG MOSS
PIP 93141.....................................$4.00
BOGRIN BROWN
PIP 93139.....................................$4.00
CASPIAN FLESH
PIP 93162.....................................$4.00
DEATHLESS METAL
PIP 93169.....................................$4.00
GRAVEDIGGER DENIM
PIP 93129.....................................$4.00
KOSSITE FLESH
PIP 93161.....................................$4.00
MEATY OCHRE
PIP 93138.....................................$4.00
PIGGY PURPLE
PIP 93209.....................................$4.00
SICKLY SKIN
PIP 93132.....................................$4.00

MUSE

Where Will Your Muse Guide You? Lead
your teammates to inspiration using
cryptic clues and surreal imagery in
Muse, a beautiful party game with over
one hundred fully-illustrated cards. As
a muse, you need to be creative to give
the right clue within the constraints of the
inspiration card you’ve been dealt, hoping
to lead your team to their masterpiece. As
artists, you work alongside one another to
decipher that clue, and correctly choose
the piece of art from the line-up. Challenge
your creativity, listen closely, and let your
Muse guide you to your masterpiece!
QSF 177613...............................$24.99

REAPER MINIATURES

WARMACHINE

MINIONS CROAK TRAPPERS
UNIT (RESIN)

PIP 75077...................................$14.99

REAPER BASE BOSS
GAMING BASES (4)
CRYX DEATHJACK
CHARACTER HELLJACK
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

POKÉMON TCG:
SUN & MOON ULTRA PRISM
THEME DECK DISPLAY (8)

Ultra Beasts! Prism Star Cards! 18
New Trainer Cards! This 150-card
expansion for the Pokémon Trading
Card Game is introduced in 60card Theme Decks offered in 8-count
displays, 10-card boosters packed
in 36-count displays, and 3-booster
blisters. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
PUI 80350-D.................................. PI

QUICK SIMPLE
FUN GAMES

GAMES

The Sun & Moon-Ultra Prism Elite Trainer
Box for the Pokémon Trading Card Game
includes eight Sun & Moon-Ultra Prism
booster packs, 65 card sleeves featuring
Dusk Mane Necrozma or Dawn Wings
Necrozma, 45 Energy cards, six damagecounter dice, a competition-legal coin-flip
die, two acrylic condition markers and one
acrylic GX markers, a player’s guide to the
Sun & Moon-Ultra Prism expansion, and a
code card for the Pokémon Trading Card
Game Online, all gathered in a collector’s
box designed to hold everything with four
dividers to keep it organized.
PUI 80356........................................... PI

PIP 34130...................................$64.99

MINIONS GATORMAN BOIL
MASTER & SPIRIT CAULDRON
UNIT (RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

Q-WORKSHOP

PIP 75076...................................$27.99

100MM ROUND
RPR 74062..................................$10.99
105MM X 70MM OVAL
RPR 74068....................................$9.99
120MM X 92MM OVAL
RPR 74069....................................$9.99
130MM ROUND
RPR 74063..................................$11.99
160MM ROUND
RPR 74064..................................$14.99
170MM X 105MM OVAL
RPR 74070....................................$9.99
80MM ROUND
RPR 74061....................................$9.99

CHRONOSCOPE

POKÉMON TCG:
SUN & MOON ULTRA PRISM
THREE BOOSTER BLISTER

Ultra Beasts! Prism Star Cards! 18
New Trainer Cards! This 150-card
expansion for the Pokémon Trading
Card Game is introduced in 60card Theme Decks offered in 8-count
displays, 10-card boosters packed
in 36-count displays, and 3-booster
blisters. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
PUI 80346...................................... PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

The Shining Legends Special Collection
Raichu-GX for the Pokémon Trading Card
Game includes a full-art foil promo card
and an oversized card featuring Raichu-GX,
plus a foil promo card of Pikachu, a Raichu
metallic collectible coin, and five Pokmon
TCG: Shining Legends booster packs.
PUI 80363........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: SUN & MOON
ULTRA PRISM ELITE TRAINER BOX

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

POKÉMON TCG: SHINING
LEGENDS SPECIAL COLLECTION RAICHU-GX

MINIONS GATORMAN HUSK SOLO
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 75081...................................$17.99

MINIONS LONGCHOPS
CHARACTER SOLO (RESIN AND
WHITE METAL)

PIP 75079...................................$18.99

STARFINDER: DEAD SUNS
DICE SET (7)

Scheduled to ship in November 2017.
QWS STAR90...................................... PI

BONES BLACKSTAR
CORSAIR BRAVO

RPR 80077....................................$3.29
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BONES BLACKSTAR
CORSAIR CHARLIE

BONES SPACE MOUSLING (LEFT)

RPR 80082....................................$2.99

BONES FROST GIANT KING

RPR 77591..................................$12.99

RPR 80078....................................$3.29

BONES FIRE GIANT JAILOR

RPR 77593..................................$25.98

DARK HEAVEN

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Scheduled to ship in February 2018.

BONES BARBARIAN
MOUSLINGS (2)

RPR 77546....................................$2.79

BONES SPACE MOUSLING (RIGHT)
BONES CAMEL WITH PACK

RPR 80075....................................$3.79

BONES SPACE
MOUSLING (CENTER)

RPR 80083....................................$2.99

CHRONOSCOPE

DAMARIS WALMUND,
DUSKWARDEN

RPR 03844....................................$6.99

MODERN MINIATURES
BONES CARRION WORM

RPR 80081....................................$2.99

RPR 77541....................................$5.99

BONES SPACE
MOUSLING COMMANDER

RPR 80084....................................$2.99

MRS. CLAUS

RPR 50341....................................$5.99

MINA SPLINTERHEART,
RIVER WIDOWS CAPTAIN

RPR 03845....................................$6.99

BONES DAGON

RPR 77590..................................$29.99

DARK HEAVEN

BONES FROST GIANT
BODYGUARD

RPR 77544..................................$12.99

BONES SPACE MOUSLING FLAMER

RPR 80086....................................$2.99

RPR 03843....................................$7.99
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AURELIO ENDRINO,
BONEHENGE WARLOCK

VATANIS, MAGGOTCROWN
NECROMANCER

RPR 03846....................................$9.99

BONES FROST GIANT WARRIOR

DARK HEAVEN

Scheduled to ship in November 2017.

BONES DIABOLUS, DRAGON

RPR 77545..................................$39.98

RPR 77543..................................$12.99

BONES SARCOPHAGUS

RPR 77540....................................$4.99

DARK HEAVEN

Scheduled to ship in March 2018.

DARK HEAVEN

Scheduled to ship in December 2017.

BONES SPACE MOUSLING HEAVY

RPR 80085....................................$2.99

BONES SOLAR, ANGEL
BONES AVATAR OF RAGE (HIPPO)

RPR 77586....................................$5.29

RPR 77594..................................$15.98

BONES CRUSADER ARDENT
(HAMMER)

RPR 77553....................................$2.99

BONES CRUSADER CHAMPION
(ATTACKING)

RPR 77550....................................$2.99

REAPER
SPECIAL EDITION

GAMES

RENEGADE GAMES STUDIOS

BONES CRUSADER JUSTIFIER
(GREATSWORD)

RPR 77552....................................$2.99

BONES CRUSADER
SWORDSMAN (STANDING)

RPR 77551....................................$2.99

ALTIPLANO

The inhabitants of the Altiplano, the high plateau
between the Easter and Western Andes, need to
be creative to develop the scant vegetation and
scarce resources. Cultivate the highest yield and
prosper by fishing at Lake Titicaca, mining ore
in the mountains, breeding alpacas, and actively
trading local goods in Altiplano. Scheduled to ship
in February 2018.
RGS 00807	���������������������������������������������������� PI

BONES DWARF BERSERK
JESTER LORD

RPR 77569....................................$2.79

BONES DWARF FORGE PRIESTESS

RPR 77571....................................$2.79

25TH ANNIVERSARY DAIN
DEEPAXE, DWARF HERO

RPR 01610..................................$10.99

BONES DWARF
MASTER OF THE HUNT

RPR 77572....................................$2.79

BONES DWARF MOUNTED
BATTLE MAGE

RPR 77575....................................$3.29

BONES DWARF ROYAL
WEAPONMASTER

RPR 77574....................................$2.79

THE NATIVITY: BOXED SET

RPR 10047..................................$49.99

BONES EASTERN MOUSLINGS (2)

RPR 77547....................................$2.79

BONES GOBLIN HONOR GUARD

RPR 77567....................................$4.49

BYZANZ

In the bustling market of Byzanz, bundles of
goods are available to savvy merchants. Bid for
the best bundles, catch a deal at the main market,
and find the right moment to sell the goods you
have collected in Byzanz! Scheduled to ship in
January 2018.
RGS 00802............................................ $20.00

BONES KYPHRIXIS,
THE COPPER DRAGON

RPR 77565..................................$19.99

BONES OGRE CHIEFTAIN

RPR 77566....................................$4.79

BONES OGRE MATRIARCH

RPR 77568....................................$3.99

BONES SPHINX

THE NATIVITY: WISE MAN #3

RPR 01451....................................$6.49

RED RAVEN

RPR 77576....................................$5.99

BONES UNDEAD DWARF FIGHTER

RPR 77561....................................$2.79

BONES UNDEAD ELF ARCHER

RPR 77563....................................$2.79

BONES UNDEAD HALFLING ROGUE
RPR 77562....................................$2.49

BONES UNDYING LIZARDFOLK

RPR 77560....................................$2.99

BONES UNDYING LORD OF DEATH

RPR 77558....................................$2.99

BONES UNDYING MINOTAUR

RPR 77559....................................$3.49

BONES VIKING MOUSLINGS (2)

RPR 77549....................................$2.79

BONES WAR PUGS

RPR 77573....................................$2.79

BONES WIZARD MOUSLINGS (2)

RPR 77548....................................$2.79

EMPIRES OF THE VOID II

By the time Captain Markan realized
Earth was losing the war against the
Znu, it was too late. Earth’s shield fell
and the Znu scorched the surface to an
irradiated wasteland. In desperation and
for the survival of the species, she sent
Earth’s massive worldship on a decadelong journey to uncharted space. Their
destination was the fringes of the galaxy,
where there was a chance to gain a
foothold, grow in strength, and, perhaps,
find new allies for the fight against the
Znu and Decima empires. Learning of
this plan, the great empires sent their
own worldships, following Earth to the
edge, determined to stake their own claim
and win the war for the fringe! Conquer
the fringe of the galaxy using might or
diplomacy in Empires of the Void II!
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
PSI RVM017................................$79.99

CASTELL

Strength! Balance! Courage! ‘Castell’
is the vibrant Catalonian tradition of
building human towers. Crowds of people
from all over Catalonia gather at festivals
to celebrate Catalonian culture and
compete to build the highest and most
difficult human towers. Visit Catalonian
cities, expand your team of Castellers,
learn tower-building skills, and show
off your tower-building prowess at local
performances and festival competitions.
Harness your strength, balance, courage,
and common sense to take your team to
victory in Castell! Scheduled to ship in
March 2018.
RGS 00801................................$60.00

DOKMUS

Lead your tribe to glory and become a legend
in Dokmus! Choose your Guardian, make the
right sacrifices, and gain the favor of Dokmus!
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
RGS 00598.........................................$40.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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One of the original guardians of the island
of Dokmus, Erefel was tasked with guiding
expeditions through the stormy waters and
revealing the way into the dark forests.
But he neglected his charge, leading to
the expedition’s suffering. As punishment,
Erefel was banished from the island! To
make amends for his transgressions and
return to Dokmus, Erefel spent many years
trying to find ways to make life easier for
the worshippers arriving to the island. In
his travels, he discovered a more advanced
culture, which had developed roads that
would survive even the harsh conditions of
the island. An expansion for Dokmus, Return of Erefelan introduces a new Guardian
offering an extra power choice during drafting, plus new, shifting map tiles and scenarios.
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
RGS 00803	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $25.00
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DOKMUS: RETURN OF
EREFEL EXPANSION

LUDIDITY: SIX-SIDED NIGHTMARES

In Ludidity, you have the ability to enter the dream
world, brimming with vivid hallucinations and
horrific monsters! Draw power from the Nightmares
that linger there, but don’t let them corrupt you there are other Dreamers seeking power this night,
and there’s only room for one to escape. Should
you become corrupted and turn into a Nightmare
yourself, you must hunt down the other Dreamers
and consume their power! Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
RGS 00804.............................................. $30.00

SPIELBOX
SPIELBOX MAGAZINE #5 2017

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
IMP SPB20175.............................$11.99

STEAMFORGED GAMES

O/A RAIDERS OF THE NORTH SEA

Set in the central years of the Viking Age,
players in Raiders of the North Sea are Viking
warriors seeking to impress the Chieftain by
raiding unsuspecting settlements. They`ll
need to assemble a crew, collect provisions,
and journey north to plunder gold, iron, and
livestock. There`s glory to be found in battle,
even at the hands of the Valkyrie, so gather
your warriors - it`s raiding season!
RGS 00585.................................$50.00

ROGUE GAMES

GUILD BALL FARMER’S GUILD:
OLD FATHER’S HARVEST

SFG BFAR-002.............................$28.00

STEVE JACKSON
GAMES

MUNCHKIN: CLOWNS
THE STEW RPG

OVERLIGHT: ROLE PLAYING GAME

A fantasy roleplaying game of kaleidoscopic journeys in a visceral,
dangerous, and brightly-colored setting, players in Overlight search for
personal meaning among a fantastic, sometimes violent, and overwhelming
world. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
RGS TBA............................................................................................PI

Sometimes it’s best not to ask what’s for
dinner! Hired by a wizard in search of his
legacy, you’ll soon discover that a sleepy town
isn’t all it appears to be. People are missing,
mysteries abound, but at least the food’s good.
The Stew is a descent into cooking, legacy,
and a strange cult. It’s also an adventure
that’ll leave you craving for a second helping!
Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
S2P RGG10101...........................$11.99

Wear your Big Red Shoes and Big Red
Nose for Big Bonuses! Fight Poundfoolish
with Pound Cake! If you fail, that’s it...
you’re dead! Send in the clowns - then run
for cover - as Munchkin: Clowns brings
you 15 hilarious (and terrifying!) new
cards illustrated by Len Peralta for your
Munchkin games. Scheduled to ship in
February 2018.
SJG 4217......................................$5.95

SMIRK AND DAGGER
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O/A FUSE

Intruders have made their way on to your ship!
Their goal: Total Destruction! Twenty bombs have
been detected onboard, and the countdown has
begun. Your elite Bomb Defusal Team (BDT) has
been called to neutralize the threat. Does your team
have what it takes to work through the intricacies of
the bombs and defuse them in time? You`d better
get moving, because this game will self-destruct in
10-minutes... FUSE is a real-time, cooperative dice
game where players work together to quickly save
their ship from impending doom!
RGS 00504............................................. $30.00

NUT SO FAST

In this fast, fun, and frenetic ‘nutty reaction’
party game, players wait for a group of
four matching nut icons on their cards
before quickly grabbing the wooden nut
token of the same shape! But, watch out! If
a number card pops up, players will need
to strike a Nutty Pose, instead! Scheduled
to ship in March 2018.
PSI SND1001..............................$19.95

MUNCHKIN GIFT PACK

Munchkin Gift Pack includes three
hard-to-find
Munchkin
games
(Munchkin Lite, Munchkin Grimm
Tidings, and Munchkin Spell Skool),
already gift-wrapped for your
convenience! Also included are five
new Munchkin cards, illustrated by Len
Peralta, and a holiday greeting card!
SJG 3936.............................. $54.95

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:
HIGH-SPACE - TERABORG:
THE BOOK OF HONOR

Who can resist playing an ultra-tech,
cybernetically-enhanced, dinosaur samurai from
the future? Give your High-Space fans exactly
what they’ve been craving with Teraborg: The
Book of Honor! The first expansion for HighSpace, The Book of Honor serves as the complete
guide to the proud and ancient cybernetic
species, the Teraborg, taking players into the
secretive worlds of the Iron Clouds, where they’ll
discover the intriguing secrets of the Teraborg
Empire. Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
S2P SWGHSP31.................................. $14.99

TASTY MINSTREL

EMINENT DOMAIN:
OBLIVION EXPANSION

Your empire has grown vast and powerful,
reaching beyond every edge of the galaxy.
Now you must ensure the ties that bind your
planets don’t falter. Assert your dominance in
the political arena and use your clout to advance
your agendas. As your borders expand farther
and farther, don’t let the ocre of your empire fall
into oblivion! Oblivion is an expansion of Eminent
Domain. Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
TTT 5011............................................... $29.95

MAGIC THE GATHERING: DOMINARIA
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.

PRO BINDER
UPI 86738........................................... PI
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR
SLEEVES (80) - CARD BACK
UPI 86761........................................... PI
V1 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86719........................................... PI
V2 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86720........................................... PI
V3 DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86721........................................... PI
PLAY MAT 6FT
UPI 86739........................................... PI
PLAY MAT 8FT
UPI 86740........................................... PI
V1 PLAY MAT
UPI 86728........................................... PI
V2 PLAY MAT
UPI 86729........................................... PI

V3 PLAY MAT
UPI 86730........................................... PI
V4 PLAY MAT
UPI 86731........................................... PI
V5 PLAY MAT
UPI 86732........................................... PI
V6 PLAY MAT
UPI 86755........................................... PI
V7 PLAY MAT
UPI 86757........................................... PI
V8 PLAY MAT
UPI 86758........................................... PI
V1 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86725........................................... PI
V2 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86726........................................... PI
V3 PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86727........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING: MASTERS 25

Scheduled to ship in February 2018.
PROBINDER
UPI 86744........................................... PI
DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES (80)
UPI 86741........................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX
UPI 86743........................................... PI
V1 PLAY MAT
UPI 86745........................................... PI

V2 PLAY MAT
UPI 86746........................................... PI
V3 PLAY MAT
UPI 86747........................................... PI
V4 PLAY MAT
UPI 86748........................................... PI
V5 PLAY MAT
UPI 86749........................................... PI

TROLL LORD GAMES
5TH EDITION ADVENTURES:
ARCHIVES, VOLUME 1

This boxed collection includes six 5th Edition
Adventures (A0 Rising Knight, A1 Assault
on Blacktooth Ridge, A2 Slag Heap, A3
Wicked Cauldron, A4 Usurpers of the Fell
Axe, and A5 Shattered Horn), the Codex of
Aihrde world setting book, and a full-color,
fold-out world map. Scheduled to ship in
January 2018.
IMP TLG19315	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $79.99
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STORYWEAVER GAMES

ASCENSION: YEAR FOUR
COLLECTOR’S EDITION

This Ultimate Collection of Ascension’s
entire Fourth Year features all 363 cards,
and the over-sized Champion cards,
crafted with a premium foil finish! Included
are Ascension: Realms Unraveled and
Ascension: Dawn of Champions, as well
as all the promo’s from that year. Premium
components include 100% foil cards,
a foil game board, a portable storage
box, dividers, and an Honor token bag.
Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
UPI 10075........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING: ABACUS
LIFE COUNTERS

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
BLACK
UPI 86702........................................... PI
BLUE
UPI 86701........................................... PI
GREEN
UPI 86704........................................... PI
RED
UPI 86703........................................... PI
WHITE
UPI 86700........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING: UNSTABLE PLAY MATS

Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
FOREST
UPI 86713	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI
ISLAND
UPI 86711	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI
MOUNTAIN
UPI 86712	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI
PLAINS
UPI 86710	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI
SWAMP
UPI 86714	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI
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POKÉMON

U.S. GAMES SYSTEMS

GAMES

Scheduled to ship in March 2018.

SNORLAX PRO-BINDER

NAPOLEONIC FRENCH STARTER
ARMY (WATERLOO CAMPAIGN)

UPI 85530........................................... PI

SNORLAX 2” ALBUM

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

UPI 85531........................................... PI

WLG 309912005................................ PI

UPPER DECK

BOLT ACTION
WIZARD CARD GAME
(100% PLASTIC)

In this ultimate game of trump, winning
tricks is the easy part. The real challenge is
predicting how many tricks you will take.
To score points, players must win the exact
number of tricks they bid. Winning too
many (or too few) means losing points. This
edition of the Wizard Card Game features
extra-durable plastic cards designed for
easy handling and are washable.
UGS PLWZ5..................................$9.95

SNORLAX PORTFOLIOS

4-POCKET
UPI 85528-P........................................ PI
9-POCKET
UPI 85529-P........................................ PI

SOVIET 82MM MEDIUM MORTAR
TEAM (WINTER)

WLG 403014002................................ PI

WARLORD GAMES
LEGENDARY DBG:
CHAMPIONS EXPANSION

BLACK POWDER

Expand your Legendary experience with a
new generation of Marvel heroes! Taking
inspiration from Marvel’s 2016 run of
Champions that was born from the events
in the wake of Civil War II, Legendary
Champions brings 100 new cards to the
Legendary Deck-Building Game, including
five new heroes, two new villain groups,
and two new masterminds. Scheduled to
ship in February 2018.
UDC 89179......................................... PI

SOVIET HQ (WINTER)

WLG 403014003................................ PI

NAPOLEONIC BRITISH STARTER
ARMY (PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN)

SNORLAX DECK PROTECTOR
SLEEVES (65)

WLG 309911006................................ PI

UPI 85525........................................... PI

SOVIET MAXIM MMG
TEAM (WINTER)

WLG 403014001................................ PI

SNORLAX PLAY MAT

UPI 85527........................................... PI

NAPOLEONIC BRITISH STARTER
ARMY (WATERLOO CAMPAIGN)
VS SYSTEM 2PCG:
SHIELD VS HYDRA

Nick Fury! Black Widow! Sam Wilson as
Captain America! Captain America as
Hydra’s Supreme Leader! The Red Skull!
Cosmic Cubes! Hail Hydra! Featuring
over 200 playable cards across eight
different team factions, the S.H.I.E.L.D
vs HYDRA expansion for the VS System
2PCG takes cues from Marvel’s broadspanning, deeply rooted Secret Empire
story arc and introduces new teams,
mechanics, and characters.
UDC 89024......................................... PI
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WLG 309911005................................ PI

SNORLAX FULL VIEW DECK BOX

UPI 85526........................................... PI

SOVIET ZIS-2 ANTI-TANK
GUN (WINTER)

WLG 403014004................................ PI

NAPOLEONIC FRENCH STARTER
ARMY (PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN)

WLG 309912006................................ PI

SOVIET ZIS-3 DIVISIONAL
GUN (WINTER)

WLG 403014005................................ PI

KONFLIKT 47

GAMES

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

JAPANESE INFANTRY WITH
COMPRESSION RIFLES

WLG 452211201................................ PI

WHY NOT GAMES

ROCKET AGE RPG:
BLOOD RED MARS

The red sands of Mars are stained dark with
the blood of conqueror and conquered, of
explorer and savage beast, of alien and
native, alike. Mars, the Red Planet, named
for some long-dead Earthling god of war,
has lived up to its namesake. Armies
march, archaeologists battle the traps of
Ancient Ruins, and warbands of the native
Chanari raid the towns of the civilized
castes with impunity. Life on Mars is one
of conflict, of gun and blade, of bow and
fang. In Blood Red Mars, a sourcebook for
the Rocket Age RPG, you’ll find a complete
gazetteer of the alien world, listing its
major cities, principalities, physical
features, and geographic regions, along
with story hooks and example characters
for each, plus information and rules for the
(often deadly) flora and fauna of Mars.
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
S2P CB71651..............................$29.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: DUNGEON TILES REINCARNATED

Infinitely expandable and easy to set up, these full-color, customizable terrain tiles
come with evocative terrain art featuring dungeon rooms, corridors, caverns, tunnels,
grasslands, ruins, city streets, and other terrain elements that Dungeon Masters can
use to build exciting encounters. Each set comes with 16 double-sided sheets of
dungeon-themed terrain tiles.
CITY WOC C49110000	����������������������������������������������������������������������������$24.99
DUNGEON WOC C49130000	������������������������������������������������������������������$24.99
WILDERNESS WOC C49140000	���������������������������������������������������������������$24.99

WIZKIDS/NECA
ROCKET AGE RPG

The Rocket Age RPG core rulebook features
everything you need to blast off into a
world of interplanetary adventure from the
Golden Age of sci-fi. In a universe where
in 1931 Einstein, Tesla and Ray Armstrong
(replacing Goddard who fell ill) rode the
first rocket ship to Mars, the solar system
is populated by strange and wondrous
alien peoples, and adventure is never far
away! Powered by the Vortex System, it’s
packed to the fins with all the rules, setting
information, and game ideas to keep you
playing throughout your very own rocket
age! Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
S2P CB71650..............................$39.99

ROCKET AGE RPG:
THE LURE OF VENUS

Venus. The Emerald Planet. A planet of
unimaginable wealth, power, freedom,
fame, adventure - and immortality. Can
you escape its lure, or will you fall victim
to its dangers? The steamy jungles of Venus
hide all manner of mysteries - and dangers
- beneath their thick canopies, from
ancient cities to deadly flora and fauna. A
sourcebook for the Rocket Age RPG, The
Lure of Venus contains a complete gazetteer
of the alien world, including an in-depth
look at Venusian Concordats and the
planet’s many colonies, as well as details
the savage Venusian’s high-tech forebears,
the Erisians, and all manner of nasty
wildlife, new equipment, and occupations.
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
S2P CB71654..............................$29.99

A’WRITHE: A GAME OF
ELDRITCH CONTORTIONS

A twisted twist on Twister, players in A’Writhe:
A Game of Eldritch Contortions are cultists
attempting to summon Great Old Ones to
our plane. To do this, they must instruct their
deity, with great veneration, to place an
appendage on top of an Arkham landmark
to complete a specific pattern. The problem
is that it’s nigh impossible to have one Great
Old One form this pattern by itself - that’s
why if another deity is touching any parts of
your pattern you can use that appendage
to complete your own! Scheduled to ship in
April 2018.
WZK 73285	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $49.99

ENDLESS PASS
ROCKET AGE RPG:
TRAIL OF THE SCORPION

Introducing six new adventures for the Rocket Age
RPG, The Trail of the Scorpion also contains complete
write-ups of three new organizations, including the
Red Scorpion crime syndicate and its machinations,
along with plot hooks, new weapons and equipment,
and even some strange new creatures to encounter.
Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
S2P CB71653............................................ $24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WLG 452211204................................ PI

Eternal glory and Valhalla await in the Endless Pass! In
this epic Viking Saga, players battle the scaly Endless
in their quest to gain glory and passage into Valhalla.
But, while The Pass is treacherous, it’s also lined with
weapons and runes to aid in defeating, evading, or
defending against the Endless, as well as healing
yourself. However, those Endless that aren’t destroyed
continue to plague other Vikings as they walk The Pass!
Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
WZK 73286....................................................$24.99
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PATHFINDER BATTLES:
JUNGLE OF DESPAIR
BOOSTER BRICK (8)

From playful Pixies, deadly
Serpentfolk, and the King of the
Jungle, himself, Pathfinder Battles:
Jungle of Despair provides a
legion of high-utility monsters and
heroes suitable for any fantasy
roleplaying campaign. Featuring
44 figures to collect and play,
Pathfinder Battles: Jungle of
Despair is introduced in 8-count
booster bricks. Scheduled to ship
in May 2018.
WZK 73275..................$127.92

FURY OF DRACULA

Keep an eye out for this upcoming release from WizKids! More details will be made
available soon at WizKids.com.
WZK GAW01	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

LETTER GO!

Write! Play! Draw! Panic! In Letter GO!, players
write words on their whiteboards using the
available letter cards, but they only score points
for the cards they’re able to claim before their
opponents. Words only score if the player follows
the ever-changing and zany Letter GO! rules.
Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
WZK 73284............................................$29.99

RELIC

Keep an eye out for this upcoming release from WizKids! More details will be made
available soon at WizKids.com.
WZK GAW02	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

MARVEL HEROCLIX: AVENGERS INFINITY COLOSSAL
BOOSTER BRICK (10)

Featuring classic Avengers like Thor, Hawkeye, and Jack of Hearts, as well
as many space-centric teams like Adam Warlock, Drax, and Gamora of
Infinity Watch, Guardians of the Galaxy in their origin stories like StarLord and Rocket Raccoon, and Spaceknights with Javelin and Terminator,
Marvel HeroClix: Avengers Infinity travels through space and time to find
the most powerful beings in existence! Plus, look for all-powerful cosmic
beings like Eternity and Living Tribunal, characters like Devil Dinosaur &
Moon Girl, and awesome vehicles like the Spider-Buggy! And, for the
first time ever, Marvel HeroClix: Avengers Infinity contains four standardsize figures and a 2x2 Clix Base figure in EVERY booster! Featuring over
75 new figures to collect and play, Marvel HeroClix: Avengers Infinity is
introduced in 10-count booster bricks. Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
WZK 73147............................................................................ $159.90

MARVEL HEROCLIX: AVENGERS INFINITY
DICE AND TOKEN PACK

The Marvel HeroClix: Avengers Infinity Dice & Token Pack contains two
custom dice featuring a custom icon and six action tokens showcasing
popular Marvel characters. Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
WZK 73152................................................................................ $9.99

MARVEL HEROCLIX: AVENGERS INFINITY FAST FORCES

Black Panther! Iron Man! Hawkeye! Colossal Giant-Girl! Avengers
assemble in the Marvel HeroClix: Avengers Infinity Fast Forces, featuring six
iconic figures with all-new dials, ready to play in numerous combinations.
Scheduled to ship in May 2018.
WZK 73150.............................................................................. $19.99

STAR TREK ATTACK WING: FACTION PACK THE ANIMATED SERIES

This faction pack for Star Trek: Attack Wing introduces a fleet of four ships
from Star Trek: The Animated Series! Scheduled to ship in July 2018.
WZK 73293.............................................................................. $29.99

STAR TREK ATTACK WING: INDEPENDENT
FACTION PACK A MOTLEY FLEET

This faction pack for Star Trek: Attack Wing offers a fleet of four
Independent ships - an Andorian Battle Cruiser, a Maquis Raider, a Vidiian
Battle Cruiser, and a Dauntless Class! Scheduled to ship in June 2018.
WZK 73292.............................................................................. $29.99

STAR TREK ATTACK WING: MIRROR UNIVERSE
FACTION PACK - THE KELVIN TIMELINE

This faction pack for Star Trek: Attack Wing features a fleet of four Mirror
Universe ships - two Kelvin Timeline Constitution Class and two Kelvin
Timeline Ktinga Class ships! Scheduled to ship in April 2018.
WZK 73289.............................................................................. $29.99

GAMES

Put your espionage skills to the test with Spy
Tricks! In this trick-taking game of wagering
and deduction, players portray spies from
various countries seeking to guess the contents
of secret documents. Scheduled to ship in
March 2018.
WZK 73282..................................... $19.99

WARHAMMER 40,000 DICE GAME

Keep an eye out for this upcoming release from WizKids! More details will be made
available soon at WizKids.com.
WZK GAW03	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

WIZKIDS MINIATURES: FANTASY TERRAIN PAINTED POOLS & PILLARS (SET 1)

Add dynamic scenery to your tabletop game or collection with WizKids’ newest painted
miniatures release - Fantasy Terrain: Pools & Pillars. This boxed set contains 24 beautifully
crafted miniature figures featuring an assortment of pools, pillars, and pressure-fit
accessories. Customize your scenes with interchangeable, pressure-fit parts like torches,
banners, or a mounted deer head. Scheduled to ship in March 2018.
WZK 73050	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$39.99

WYRD MINIATURES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

SPY TRICKS

MALIFAUX: NEVERBORN ALT
HUNGERING DARKNESS

Scheduled to ship in December 2017.
WYR 21068.........................$35.00

HINTEGERS

The Category is ‘Games’; The Hint is ‘Dice’; What
number am I thinking of, one through 10? A social
game of number crunching, players in Hintegers provide
a one-word hint related to their category, and secretly
select a number, one through 10. The other players then
play a card trying to match the number. Stumped? Use a
lifeline! Scheduled to ship in January 2018.
IMP ZAF1030............................................... $19.98
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